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Abstract 
It is generally a greed that. the evolution of gas from 
oil 1n1i thin a reservoir is most closely approximated by the 
differential liberation process, while gas liberation in the 
flo1n~ string, surface separator, and stock tank ·is most nearly 
represented by flash liberation. To conform with this as-
sumed physical behavior, appropriate application of' both flash 
and differential liberation data in the computation of reser-
voir performance by material balance meth ods is indicated. 
In this work, simple depletion-drive oil and gas re-
coveries were calculated (l) using differential liberation 
data only, and (2) using differential liberation data adjusted 
to incorporate the results of flash separation tests. A com-
parison of the results obtained indicates that while the 
differences in depletion-drive recoveries so predicted may 
sometimes be unimportant from a practical standpoint, they can 
be appreciable '\IIJ'here considerable differences exist bet1·1een 
the flash and differential formation-volume-factors. 
Utilization of differential liberation data which has 
been converted from a ttresidual oil" to a "stock tank oil" 
basis throu ghout the material-balance equations appears to be 
a simple, appropriate method of' incorporating the effects of 
both liberation processes. This conversion may be accomplished 
by multiplying differential solubility and shrinkage values 




The material balance equation (page 7) has been used 
~or many years in reservoir engineering practice to predict 
gas-oil ratio variation and cumulative oil recovery from a 
reservoir as it produces gas and oil under various operational 
procedures. 
One o~ the ~irst quantitative applications o~ the 
pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) relationships or reservoir 
rluids to the study of reservoir behavior was presented in a 
paper by Coleman, Wilde and Moore (l)Y. This '\.York described 
the results o~ investig ations into the decline of reservoir 
pressure as related to the production of oil and gas, and -pre-
sented a reservoir material-balance equation relating, as 
functions of reservoir pressure, the quantities or oil and gas 
produced and remaining in the reservoir, and the properties o~ 
the reservoir ~luids based on ideal behavior at elevated 
pressures and temperatures . In 1933, Schilthius (g) presented 
a modi~ied form of this relat ionshi p which utilized the appli-
cation of actual laboratory deJcermined PVT rela tionsh i p s o~ 
reservoir fluid samples, oil and gas production data, and 
reservoir pressure history to estimate oil in place . 
This Schilthius equat ion or an equivalent :form has 
since b e e n utilized, in conjunction with ~luid saturati on 
and instantaneous gas-oil ratio relationships, by several 
!/ Numbers in parentheses re~er to re~erences g iven 
in the bibliography at the end or this paper . 
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authors (3,4,5,6,7) in the formulation of computational 
------
teclmiques for :forecasting the perf'orP-tance of' depletion-drive 
reservoirs. (Depletion-drive, also referred to as solution 
gas-drive, denotes a primary recovery process whereby oil is 
displaced :from reservoir rock by the energy of expansion of' 
gas originally dissolved in the oil.) Since these calculation· 
methods all involve the application of laboratory determined 
PVT data, however, the accuracy of recovery values as predicted 
by their use "vvill depend in part on the degree of similarity 
between laborato~y gas liberation and pressure depletion· 
methods, and the actual liberation processes occuring in the 
producing f'ormatioh, flow string and surface separators. 
While it is generally acknovrledged that little is known 
concerning the exact nature of gas liberation :from a sol1..1.tion-
gas drive reservoir, the evolution of gas from oil within the 
reservoir as pressure declines- is generally conceded to ap-
proximate isothermal "dif':ferential liberation", while gas 
liberation in the flov-1 string, surface separators, and stor-
age :facilities is generally agreed to approximate "flash lib-
eration" conditions& Due to basic differences between these 
tv1o liberat:,ion processes, gas solubility and oil shrinkage 
values as determined by them may differ significantly for the 
same reservoir fluid. The depletion-drive recoveries pre-
dicted using differential liberation sol-LJ..bili ty and shrinkage 
values only might theref'ore be expected to differ to some ex-
tent :from recoveries predicted utilizing these same values,, 
4 
but incorporating appropriate ~lash separation data to approx-
imate the results of the combination liberation sequence 
generally assumed to occur. 
It is _the purpose or this work to: (l) investigate the 
magnitude or the difference in depletion-drive oil recoveries 
as predicted with and without the application of appropriate 
flash separation data, (2) determine how this difference 
varies with certain physical properties of the reservoir oil 
(highly vol%tile type oils are not considered)~ and (3) dis-
cuss possible refinements in laboratory procedures or compu-
tational m·ethods should they seem warranted by a considerable 
variation i.n the predicted recoveries. 
II. Gas Liberation Processes:. 
The term "flash liberationn denotes that type of gas 
liberation in which all vapors formed are allowed to remain 
in contact with the liquid phase until desired equilibrium 
conditions are reached' \"lhile ttdifferential liberation'' de-
notes a liberation process wherein vapors formed are con-
tinuously removed from contact \vi th the liquid phase. The 
former process is therefore characterized by constant overall 
system composition, while the latter is characterized by a 
continuously changing system composition. 
In the laboratory analysis of bottom-hole or recom-
bined surface s~ples_ of' reservoir fluids, it has been found 
that tbe total gas evolved and the residual oil volume 
5 
resulting from a .pressure depletion from reservoir to standard 
atmospheric conditions will usually differ depending upon 
whether a flash or differential liberation procedure is fol-
lo\eTed.- This is readily understandable since, in a.ddi tion to 
the basic ~ifferences discussed above, laboratory differential. 
liberations are usually performed at reservoir temperatures, 
while in the flash tests the oil and evolved gas are separated 
after 'reaching equilibrium at the approximate surface temper-
atures encountered rin the field. {It has become accepted 
practice in view of these differences to refer to the oil re-
maining after a differential _ depletion to standard atmospheric 
conditions as "residual oil", and to the oil remaining after 
flash liberation to the same conditions as "stock tank oil''. 
Thi .s distinction will be made throughout this paper when re-
ferring to laboratory dat.a.) The magnitude of the difference 
between solution gas content (solubility) and reservoir oil 
volume relative to atmospheric oil volume (formation-volume-
factor) as determined by the two processes will depend pri-
marily on the reservoir and surface separation temperatures 
and pressures, and on the overall system composition. In 
general, this difference increases with the volatility of the 
hydrocarbon system and the reservoir temperature, other fac-
tors remaining the s ameo 
While gas liberation can be so controlled as to follow 
either the flash or diff erential process in the laboratory 
ana+ysis of a reservoir fluid sample, the mechanism of oil 
6 
production involves a complex composite o~ both types. The 
exact nature o~ this production liberation sequence has been 
adequately discussed in the literature (2,7,8,9) with there-
sultant opinion being that the evolution o~ gas ~rom oil with-
in a reservoir as production proceeds is most closely approxi- . 
mated by di~~erential liberation at reservoir temperature. 
while gas liberation in the ~low string, surface separators, 
and storage facilities is most nearly represented by flash 
liberation. In view o~ this composite liberation behavior 
during the course of production and of the possible difference 
in solubility and ~ormation-volume-factor values· as determined 
by the two laboratory liberation procedures, it would a ppear 
that material-balance calculations for the :forecasting of . · 
reservoir performance should include the application o:f both 
flash and differential laboratory data in their appropriate 
places in the equations or result in erroneous predicted re-
coveries . 
III. Predicting Depletion Drive Recoveries: 
Though there have been various computational techniques 
proposed for forecasting the performance of depletion-drive 
reservoirs, basically these methods are all similar in that 
.they utilize a form o~ the material-balance equation in con-
junction 1"/i th g as-oil ratio and :fluid saturation relationships 
· to compute pressure decline and producing gas-oil ratio as a 
fUnction of cumulative oil production. 
In this work the general calculation procedure presented 
by Tarner (2) was f'ollo'\l'Ted, and only the case of' simple de-
pletion-drive production ~rom a reservoir originally at bubble-
point conditions was investigated. There was assumed to be no 
.initial gas cap, no water encroachment or water production, 
and no vertical migration of' liberated gas. 
Physical and Mathematical Relationships 
The computation of' pressure decline and gas-oil ratio 
versus cumulative oil production ~or the conditions described 
above was accomplished by the trial and error solution or 
f'our simultaneous equations!~: 
The volumetric material-balance equation: . 
Gp = (N) [<Rsi-fts)-(Bo§~Bol] "'(Np)(~- Rs) ••• Eq. (l.) 
The f'luid saturation equation: 
s'-= (1 - ~) ( ~i) ( 1-Sw) + Sw. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Eq. ( 2. ) 
The instantaneoua gas-oil ratio equation: 
k ' B ' 
R =::g • ..U.O • o • R Ko .:z:lg Bg '"'1- s . • • • . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • ·.• • • • 
The cumulative gas production equations: 
c1Gp"" (t.Np)(R) = ~Np) 2-(Np)l](Rl ~ R2) 
Eq. (3.) 
Gp = ~ Gp ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·• • • •. • Eq 1 s. ( 4. ) 
1/ Derivations, nomenclature and discussions of any 
limiting assumptions are given in Appendix A. 
These relationships are shown here in general form, i.e., 
with no distinction being made as to the liberation process 
utilized in the evaluation of solution gas content, Rs, or 
oil formation.-volume-factor, B0 • The appropriate appli-
cation of flash or differential liberation values for these 
terms will b~ d~scussed later in this pap~r. 
General Calculation Procedure 
The general calculation procedure as deyised by 
Tarner for the calculation of a reservoir pressure P2 and 
producing gas-oil ratio R2 corresponding to an oil pro-
duction increment ~Np) 2 - (Np)~ from previous conditions 
(NP) 1 , P1 is as follows: 
1. Assume that pressure P 2 prevails throughout the 
reservoir. 
2. Estimate the incremental production of stock 
tank oil [<Np) 2 - (NP) 1] that might result from 
the reservoir pressure drop (P1 - P 2 ). 
3. Calculate the cumulative gas production corre-
sponding to total oil production (Np) 2 by means 
of Eq. (1.) using values for Rs, B0 , and Bg 
corresponding to pressure P 2 • 
4. Calculate tota l liquid saturat~on corresponding 
8 
to total oil production (Np) 2 by means of Eq. (2.). 
Evaluate ~ at this liquid saturation from 
appropriate relative permeability-saturation 
relationships. 
5. Calculate t~e instantaneous producing gas~oil 
ratio at P2 by means of Eq. (3.). 
6. Calculate the cumulative gas production corre-
sponding to; total oil production (Np) 2 by means 
o:r Eq' s. ( 4.) u_sing the data f'rom step 5 and the 
instantaneous producing gas-oil ratio from pre-
ceding pressure P~. 
7 •. If the cumulative gas productions as calculated 
in steps 2 and 6 agree, the assumed increment o~ 
oil production is taken as correct. Should they 
disagree, steps 2 through 6 must be repeated. 
The· above process is carried out for sufficiently 
numerous pressure decrements so that the assumptions made 
1n~ the derivations of these equations (see Appendix A) are 
not invalidated. 
IV. Application o:r PVT Data in Recovery Calculations 
Tar~!: ~1ethod 
9 
In one of the :first proposed solutions to the problem 
of forecasting the performance of depletion-drive fields, 
Tarner in his original paper (5) utilized differe_ntial liber-
ation data only ,in his computations. Introducing the super-
script d to denote those physical properties determined by 
differential liberation, preceding equations (l.) through 
(3.) as used by Tarner become: 
10 
f: d d (Bgi -B% )1l Bd d Gp- ( N)~Rsi-Rs)- ~ J- (Np)(ij-R 8 ) •• Eq. (la .) 
N d 
S'- - (1-Np) (~) (1-Sw) + Sw ••••.••••••••••• Eq • . (2a.) 
. oi . 
R = 5::; • Me • B~ + R~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • E q • 
ko ..Mg Bg (3a.) 
The original "residual oil" in place is calculated in 
this method by dividing total reservoir hydrocarbon pore s p ace 
by the differential liberation formation-volume-factor of the 
reservoir oil at its bubble point. 
Muskat Method 
Muskat (8), in his derivation of the material-balance 
equation, converts all differential liberation data from a 
residual oil to a stock tank oil basis. This is. presumably 
accomplished by multiplying differential solubility and for-
Bf 
mation-volume-factor values by the ratio ~' the superscript 
Boi 
f denoting the flash liberation process. Applying this meth od 
to equations (1.) through (3.) results in the following re-
lationships: f 
Boi Gp = (BCC) ( N ) 
· oi 
N d · s~. - (l-jil2) (~1 )(l-Sw) + Sw •• ~ ......... u. Eq. ( 2a.) 
11 
• _).(0 • 
Ag 
d R 8 ) ••••••••••••. • • • Eq. (3b.) 
Noting that equation (2.) assumes the same rorm as 




and (3b • . ) both differ from (la.) and (3a.) by the con-
B.f' 
ratio ~' it is evident that the use or either set of B~1 . . 
equations in conjunction with equation (4.) and the 
calculation procedure previously outlined should result in· 
the same per cent ultimate recovery of oil initially in place • . 
The amount of stock tank oil initially in place is calculated 
in the Muskat application of data by dividing reservoir 
hydrocarbon volume by the bubble-point oil formation-volume-
factor as determined by flash libe~ation, however. The 
total stock tank oil recovery as computed by . using the Tarner 
method of data application should therefore differ from that 
computed by Muskat's method in the ratio ~~ for a given 
reservoir. 
Similarly, total gas production as calculated using . 
Muskat's method will differ from that computed by the ~arner 
Bf' 
method in the ratio BS~ for equal amounts of tank oil origi-
nally in place. However, since the oil in place as calculated 
by Muskat's method differs from that or Tarner in the ratio 
B%i . ~~ the calculated total gas produced for a given reservoir 
Boi 
should be the same by either method~ 
Patton Method 
Patton (7.) proposed still another method of applying 
flash and differential laboratory data in the material-
12 
. balru'l.ce equations. Based on the assumption that differential 
liberation prevails within the reservoir, he theorized that 
I 
solubility and relative oil volume values -vrhich are appli,ed 
to the oil initially in place, N, in the equations should be 
those determined in laboratory by the differential process. 
Assuming flash liberation to prevail in the flow string and 
surface separation f'acili ties_, he rea soned that values for 
the above properties which are applied to the producea oil, 
NP' should be from laboratory flash liberation data. In 
accordance with these considerations, preceding equations 
(1.) through (3.) take the form: 
f d d 
Gp_ = (N) (B61) [<Rdi_Rd) _ (Boi-Bo)] B~i s s B~ 
Bf' f' 
- (Np) (B["R8 ) ••••••••••• Eq. (lc.) 
~ B% S._ - (~-N ) (j3<1.) (1-Sw) + Sw ••••.••••••••••• Eq. (2a.) 
oi 
k~ • JAo R =~ 
ko Ag + R~ • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • .• • • • Eq. { 3c.) 
The stock tank oil initially in place is calculated by 
Patton by dividing reservoir hydrocarbon pore s pace by the 
reservoir oil formation-volume-factor at bubble point con-
ditions as determined by ' differential liberation. This 
procedure predicates that the conversion from reservoir to 
stock tank conditions should be made by differential liber-
ation, which seems incompatible with the previously discussed 
assumption as to the liberation process prevailing as oil is 
produced to the surface.. To be consistent, original stock 
tanlr oil in place was calculated in this work utilizing the 
flash liberation bubble-point formation-volume-factor; 
equation (lc.) above therefore takes a slightly different 
13 
form than the material-balance equation as proposed by Patton. 
His principle of data application was otherwise adhered to. 
To utilize the above relationships, solubility and 
relative oil volume data throughout the entire range ~f 
pressure depletion for both liberation processes is necessary. 
While normal laboratory analysis usually provides this infor-
mation for the differential process~ flash liberation data 
are usually available only for the original bubble-point 
fluid~. Patton recommends that the required flash data be 
obtained by plotting the flash solubility and relative oil 
volume values at bubble-point pressure, then drawing the 
flash curves through these points and parallel to corre-
sponding differential liberation curves which have been con-
verted to a stock tank 9il basis. Below the pressure at 
which the latter curves break away from a straight line and 
bend toward the pressure axis, the flash liberation data 
curves are obtained by drawing smooth curves having the same 
general shape as those obtained by dif.ferential liberation· 
and terminating at the same end points. The differential 
liberation data is presumably converted to a stock tank oil 
B~i basis throug h multiplication by the factor 
B%i• 
Gas ·formation-volume-factor values as determined from 
14 
differential liberation g as gravity . values are used through-
I 
out the equations of necessity since these data are usually 
not available for the flash process.. No appreciable differ-
~ 
ence in the calculated recoveries should result from this pro-
cedure, however, since there is negligible difference in the 
gravity (hence composition) of the gas liberated by either 
method at elevated pressures (2), and the variations in gravity 
whic:Q. do occu~ in the low pressure range do not appr~ciably 
e:r:rect the. gas compressibility factor values obtained from them. 
v. Recovery Calculations 
To determine the magnitude of the ' difference in de-
pletion-drive recoveries as predicted utilizing the various 
methods of PVT data application discuss~d above, a hypo-
thetical, 1,000,000 barrel volumetric reservoir .containing 
a 4o% connate water saturation, and possessing the relative 
permeability-liquid saturation properties shown graphically 
in Figure 1 was considered. An abandonment pressure of 100 
psig was assumed in all calculations. 
Since the methods of data application proposed by 
Tarner and Patton appeared likely to result in the most 
widely differing recovery predictions, they were utilized, in 
conjunction with the Tarner method of calculation, to fore-
cast the performance of the above reservoir initially con-
taining a reservoir fluid, which will be _designated as Crude 
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PVT tests originally performed on a subsurface sample of this 
fluid are presented on page 39, and shown graphically in Fig-
ures 2, 3, 4 and 5. Since there was so little difference in 
the Crude A recoveries as predicted utilizing the Tarner and 
Patton methods of data application, the Muskat method was not 
applied to these data. 
All three methods of data application were used to pre-
dict the performance of the same reservoir initially containing 
a second reservoir fluid, Crude B. The physical properties of 
this fluid as determined by laboratory tests performed on a 
subsurface sample are tabulated on page 40, and shown graphi-
cally in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. Though reservoir temperatures 
were approximately the same for both fluids, the bubble-point 
formation-volume-factor and solution gas content, and the tanlc 
o-il gravity (API) of' Crude B were considerably higher than 
were ~he corr~sponding properties of Crude A. 
The re·sul ts of all reservoir performance calculations 
are summari·zed in Table I, page 24, and shown graphically in· 
Figures 6 and 7. Calculated data used to construct the typi-
cal performance curves of Figures 6 and 7 are tabulated on 
pages 41 and 42. 
VI. Discussion of Results 
For all practical purposes, predicted depletion-drive 
reservoir performance using Crude A PVT data was the same by 
both the Tarn.er· and Patton methods of' data application _(see 
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Table I). · Oil recovery values in terms o:f per cent of' initial 
oil in place \·Tere essentially identical. Total gas production 
values di:f:fered by approximately l per cent, total tank oil 
recovery by approximately 2 per cent. Since the di~:ferenc~s 
of approximately 2 per cent in formation-volume-:factor and 10 
per cent in solubility as determined by flash and differential 
liberation for Crude A are :felt to approach the maximum varia-
tion which will be encountered for a 22° API crude, the above 
agreement in predicted recoveries indicates that for low 
gravity crude oils the method of data application employed in 
depletion-drive performance calculations is relatively unim-
portant. 
Since the gravity (31.9° API) and solution gas content 
of Crude B was considerably higher than that of' Crude A while 
separator conditions and reservoir temperature were essentially 
the same, greater differences were :found to exist in the 
bubble-point formation-volume-factor and solubility values~ as. 
determined for Crude B by laboratory flash and differential 
liberation. Slightly greater differencea; were also :found in 
depletion-drive recoveries calculated using the various methods 
of applying these data (Table I). ~~edicted oil recovery in 
terms of' per cent of initial oil in place was the sa..me using 
the Tarner and !v!uskat data applica·tion methods, and only 
slightly greater (0.1 per cent of oil in place) by the Patton 
method . Total g as production was also the same by the Tarner 
and Muskat methods, but approximately 2 per cent less by the 
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TABLE I 
RESULTS OF DEPLETION DRIVE RESERVOIR 
PEP~ORMANCE CALCULATIONS 
Method of Reservoir Initial Oil {~*Oil Recovery -lt-*Total Gas 
Data Pore Vol. in Place st. Tk. %oil in Produced 
!J2J2lication Bbl. st.Tk.Bbls. Bbls. Place :MMSCF 
Crude A 
*Tarner 1,000,000 499,200 112,000 22~44 131.4 
Patton 1,000,000 508,000 114,300 22.50 129.7 
Crude B 
•t-Tarner 1,000,000 431,300 115,400 26.76 241.6 
Muskat 1,000,000 44-9,400 120,300 26.76 241.6 
Patton 1,000,000 449,400 120,700 26.86 237.2 
"'*Oil in place and recovery values in "residual bbls n. 
*oft-Produced to an assumed abandonment pressure of 100 _psig. 
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Patton method. Total tank oil recovery as calculated by the 
Tarner method (differential liberation data only) was ap-
proxima~ely 4 per cent les's than by the Muskat or Patton 
methods (flash and differential da:ta). The above differences 
resulted from a variatj_on of approximately 4 per cent in 
:formation-volume-factor and 15 per cent in· solubility as 
detel ... mined by the ty.ro liberation processes. 
I-
Higher API gravity , more .volatile crude oil systems 
would no doubt exhibit greater differences in flash and 
differential solubility and shrinkage values for the same 
separator conditions and reservoir temperature. However, it 
is felt that the magnitude - of these differences for C1~de B 
as stated above are in the range of the maximum deviations 
which will be encountered for normal crude oils (highly vola-
tile systems have been excepted throughout this \vork) being 
produced through the usual single st~ge, low pressure sepa-
rator facilities. Regardless, general conclusions to be 
drawn from an analysis or the calculations performed using 
the PVT data for Crude B will also apply to crude oil systems 
exhibiting larger differences in the magnitude of these 
properties. 
Assuming flash liberation to prevail as reservoir 
fluid moves through the tubing, flow lines, and separator to 
the stock tank, it would appear that volumetric calculation of 
initial oil in place should be made utilizing the flash 
formation-volume-factor of' the bubble-point oil. This pro-
cedure is· followed in_the Muskat method of data application, 
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\ ·I 
and was also utilized in the Patton .method as applied in this 
work. Recoveries predicted using these methods are ·therefore 
felt to be more nearly correct than those calculated by the 
Tarner method in which oil in p~ace . is calculated using the 
differential liberation formation-volume-factor. All three 
methods of application result in essentially the same predicted 
per cent recovery of oil in place. 
Though predicted total gas production will be the same 
using either the Tarner or Muskat method, gas-oil ratios at 
a given pressure by the Muskat method will differ from those 
by the Tarner method in the ratio of the flash to the differ-
ential formation-volume-factor. Total gas production and 
individual gas-oil ratios calculated by the Patton method will 
differ slightly from those calculated by the Muskat method 
depending upon themagnitudeof the difference between flash 
and differential solubility values. 
In view of usual uncertainties as to the complete 
validity of reservoir rock and fluid samples, and of the many 
limiting assumptions made in the derivation and application 
of the equations involved in calculating reservoir performance, 
differences in predicted depletion-drive recoveries as calcu-
lated using the Muskat or Patton method of PVT data application 
appear unimportru~t from a practical standpoint. The data 
application procedure utilized by Muskat does seem somewhat 
simpler to employ. 
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VII. Conclusions 
It is generally assumed that the evolution of gas from 
oil within a reservoir is most closely approximated by the 
differential liberation process, while gas liberation in the 
:flow string, separator and stock tank is most nearly repre-
sented by :flash liberation. To conform with this physical 
behavior, appropriate application of both :flash and differ-
ential PVT data in computing reservoir performance by material 
balance methods is indicated. 
The results of simple depletion-drive reservoir per-
formance calculations carried out using differential liber-
ation data only were compared with similar values obtained 
by two methods of applying both flash and differential liber-
ation data. This comparison resulted in the following ob-
servations: 
1. Predicted oil recovery in terms of per cent of oil 
initially in place is essentially the s~me with 
or without the application of flash data . 
2. If initial oil in place is calculated volumetri~ 
cally (i.e., using reservoir volume and initial 
reservoir oil shrinkage), the volumes of recover-
able oil predicted using differential data only 
and using both fl a sh and differential data will 
differ in the ratio of the flash to the differ-
ential bubble-point :formation-volume-factor. 
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3.. Total g a s production predicted using differential 
data only will compare closely (within 2 per cent) 
to that predicted utilizing both flash and diff er-
ential data even if considerable difference (15%) 
exists between flash and diff erential bubble-point 
solubility values. 
While differences in depletion-drive recoveries as 
predicted with and without the application of flash liber-
ation may sometimes be unimportant from a practical stand-
point, they can be sizeable where considel ..... able differences. 
exist between flash and differential formation-volume-factor 
values. Regardless, to conform with the assumed production-
liberation sequence described above, both differential and 
flash liberation dat a should be incorporated in any reservolr 
performance calculation • The use of differential data 
which has been converted from a residu al to a stock tank oil 
basis through multiplication by t he r a tio of f las h to differ-
ential form a tion-volume-factor valu es tlrrough out the ma ter i a l-
balance equations a ppears to be a s imple, r:t:ppro priat e me t h od 
of d ata app licat ion. 
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VIII. APPENDIX A: DERIVATIONS AJ\T]) NONENCLATURE 
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Derivation of Equations 
The derivations v1hich follow are es~sentially the same 
as those given by Tarner (5) . No distinction is made as to 
liberation processes. prevailing during various phases of the 
production sequence or utilized in- the laboratory determination 
of reservoir fluid physical properties . A list of nomenclature 
and specific units employed throughout this work is given in 
Table II , page 38 . 
The Volumetric Material Balance Equation-
In a petroleum reservoir from which oil has been pro-
duced, the gas evolved from solution from oil remaining in the 
reservoir must equal the volume of excess gas produced plus 
the volume of gas occupying the net vacated space within the 
reservoir . Excess gas is defined here as that· volume of gas 
. produced with the oil but not originally in solution in the 
produced oil. 
If Rsi is the initial g as in solution, then (Np)(Rsi) 
is the amount of produced g as evolved from produced oil volume 
Np_• If Gp is the corres.p_onding total gas production, then 
[G.p - (Np)(Rsi>] will be the excess gas produced in standard 
volume units . 
Also, if Boi is the initial reservoir oil formation-
volume-factor, then (Np)(~oi) will be the reservoir space 
vacated by the produced oil., and (Np)~Boi) will be the 
g 
standard volume of gas occupying this space at reservoir 
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pressure P corresponding to oil production Np • 
If N is the total tank oil volume initially in place , 
then (N-Np)(B0 ) will be the reservoir volume of' the remaining 
oil, and (N-NpJ(B0 i-B0 ) will be the reservoir space vacated due 
to the shrinkag e of the remaining oil. The standard volume of' 
gas occupying this space at p will be (N-Np~(Boi-Bo). 
. . g 
Since (N-Np)(Rsi-Rs) will b~ the standard volume of gas 
evolved from the oil remaining in the reservoir during the 
production of oil volume Np, then by the original hypothesis, 
(N-Np) (Rsi-Rs) = Gp - (Np) (Rsi) 4- (Np) (B~i) t (N-Np~(Boi -Bo) 
Bg g 
0~ clearing and collecting terms, 
Gp = (N) r(R 8 i -R 8 ) - (Bo~ -Bo)] - (Np) (~ - Rs) •••• · ••• Eq. ('1 o) ~ g g 
The above form of' the material balan.ce equation is 
applicable only in the case of primary production from a 
simple depletion-drive (volumetric) reservoir. It presumes 
the absence of an initial gas cap, no water encroachment or 
water production, and no fluid injection program . Other 
limiting assumptions made in its derivation are as follows: 
1. The hydrocarbon containing reservoir may be 
represented as a constant volume container closed 
on all sides. Though there is a pressure decline , 
there is no connate water expansion, no rock 
expansion, and no geostatic compression. 
2. Pressure equilibrium prevails throughout the 
reservoir at all times during the production 
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history . Laboratory determined fluid properties 
therefore apply throug hout the reservoir at a 
given stage of depletion . 
3 . Reservoir fluid properties as determined in the 
laboratory are representative of actual fluid 
behavior . 
4 . No gas segregation takes place under the influence 
of gravity . 
5 . Fluid withdrawals are uniformly distributed 
throughout the reservoir . 
The Fluid Saturation Equation 
At any time the total liquid saturation, SL , in a 
reservoir oil zone is equal to the sum of the volumes of the 
gas saturated oil plus the water, divided by the reservoir 
oil zone pore volume . 
The reservoir volume initially occupied by saturated 
oil is given by (N)(Boi)• As suming _that the water saturation, 
3w, does not change during the producing life of the reservoir, 
the total pore volume of the oil zone is g iven by <¥{f~~J) • 
The volume occupied by saturated oil remaining in the 
reservoir after the _production of oil volume NP is given by 
(N-Np) (B0 ). Again assuming a co-nstant water saturation, the 




SL = (1-~) ,(~i) ( 1-Sw) + s,v •.••.•••...••••.• Eq. ( 2.) 
The Instantaneous Producin..f£ Gas-Oil Ratio Equation 
Derivation o:f the instantaneous producing gas-oil ratio 
equation-.·. is based upon· Darcy's Law which states that 
v == k • dP 
.u. dr 
where: v = :fluid flow velocity in the r direction. 
~=viscosity of the flowing fluid. 
k = permeability constant depending ori the texture 
of the porous medium . 
~ _ pressure gradient in the r direction. 
An expression for the volumetric rate of fluid :flow (q) is 
obtained by multiplying the flow velocity by the cross section-
al area (A) through which flow occurs, or 
q = vA _ kA • dP 
- ..M. dr 
For radial flow, the area A is equal to 2wrh, where r 
and h represe.nt radius and thickness respectively. Substi-




effective radius of drainage . 
rw - radius of the well bore. 
Pe = pressure at re• 
Pw 
-
pressure at rw• 
This is the equation ~or the isothermal, horizontal, steady 
state, radial ~low o~ a homogenous, incompressible ~luid 
through a po-rous medium. 
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Assuming reservoir oil to be an incompressible fluid~ 
the above equation can be made the expression for the steady 
state, volume rate of oil efflux from the sand face in the 
weli bore. Since petroleum reservoirs contain oil, '\"rater, and 
gas, it is necessary to substitute the e~fective permeability 
to oil, k 0 , for absolute ·permeability constant, k. {Absolute 
permeability denotes the capacity of a porous medium to trans-
mit any given ~luid when 100 per cent saturated \·Ti th that fluid. 
The ef~ective permeability ·of a porous medium to a partially 
satur ating fluid is dependent upon saturation state, and is 
always less than absolute permeabil~ty.) Also,to convert to 
qo = Ao Bon(re/rw) 
where q0 is the volume rate of stock tank oil ~lowing. 
To obtain a similar expression ~o~ tpe standard volume 
rate o~ gas ~low qg, corrections for temperature and pressure 
must be applied to the incompressible ~luid flow equation 
since gas is a compressible ~luid. Letting qgm represent 
the volume rate o~ gas ~lowing at Pm, the average between 
reservoir and sand face pressures, and applying the equation 
of state for real gases we have, 
q .Pe+ Pw q. 
gm 2Zm'l'f r. - g 
Solving this relationship for qgm and substituting in the 
original radial f lov-1 equation , 
· _ :frhkg(Pe-PwJ(P)+ Pw} • 
qg - ~ ln(re rw . . · 520 
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This equation is an expression for the steady state, standard 
volume rate of flow of a compressible fluid through · a porous 
medium . 
By dividing the above equation for qg by that for q 0 , 
an expression for the gas-oil ratio (expressed in standard 
. volumes per standard volume) in the porous medium is obtained • 
• 520 
Tr 
If reservoir and well bore pressure may be assumed equal , the 
above equation becomes 
The assumption that t here is no pressure differential i mposed 
on the reservoir system due to :fluid withdra'\val conforms with 
the assumptions of uniform pressure and saturation distri -
bution made in the derivation of the volumetric material-
balance equation . Since theoretical depletion-drive recovery 
calculations performed by Loper and Calhoun (-13) indicate 
that ru1y variation in assumed pressure drawdown do not effect 
predicted reservoir behavior , the above simplification appears 
justified •. 
Converting this simplified reservoir g as-oil ratio 
expression to units of standard cubic feet per stock tank 
barrel, and adding the solution gas that is evolved from the 
oil upon being brought .to atmospheric conditions; we have the 
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instantaneous producing, gas-oil ratio equation, 
R ~ • Mo • P • 520 • 5. 615 ~ . ·= k J:71"'7 T~_- z • Bo . + Rs' 
- 0 .,..A..(..g ..l.."-t"e I 1 
· or 
• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • Eq. (2.) 
The Cumulative Gas Production Equation~ 
I~ a cumulative oil production (Np) is assumed to 
occur in j increments o~ oil production (ANP)' then the 
corresponding total g as production (Gp) is given by 
Gp=~Gp 
Providing that it may be assumed. that the variation o~ pro-
ducing gas-oil ratio (R) is linear, or nearly so ., in any 
given production interval, the corresponding incremental gas 
The foregoing assumption o~ linearity is valid for all practi-
cal purposes providing the increments of' oil production are 
· sufficiently small (less than 2 or 3 per cent of the oil 
initially in place). 








(B 14.7 • T~ • Z ) g = -p- '520 5.615 
Oil formation-volume~factor 
Cumulative gas produced 
Gas produced during an 
interval 
Effective . -p~rmeabili ty to 
gas 
Effective permeability to 
oil 
Initial oil in place in 
reservoir 
Cumulative oil produced . 
Oil produced during an 
interval 
-Reservoir pressure 
Producing gas-oil ratio 
Solution gas-oil r~tio 
(gas solubility in oil) 
Oil saturation, fraction 




Gas compressibility factor 
or deviation factor 
Subscrints 
--b Bubble-point or saturation 
f Formation 
g Gas 
i Initial value or condition 
L Liquid 
o Oil 
p Cumulative produced 
s Solu.tion gas 
w Water 
Superscripts 
d Differential - liberation 






.Reservoir bbl./resid~al bbl. 
Flash liberation: 
Reservoir bbl./stock tank bbl. 
Standard cubic feet 
Standard cubic feet 
Darcies 
D9-rcies 
Barrels of stock tank oil , 
Barrels of stock tank oil 
Barrels. of st_ock tank oil 
Psi absolute · 




SCF/stock tank barrel 
Dimensionless 
Dimensionless 





IX. APPENDIX B : TABULAR DATA 
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TABLE III 
RESERVOIR FLUID PROPERTIES, CRUDE A 
Differential liberation @ 210°F 
FVF, 
Reservoir Ga s . 
Bbl. per Gravity 
~H"Gas 









































- 0 21 •. 1 API 
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if-Obtained using correlation by Carr et a1 (12). 
*~'"Obtained using correlations by ]l!athews et al (10), Standing 
and Katz (11). 
Flash Separation Test, Bubble Point Oil 
FVF, 
Separator Sep. GOR, st·.Tk.GOR Reservoir St.Tk .Oil 
Pressure, Separator SCF per SCF per Bbl. per Gravity 
Psig. Temp., °F St.Tk.Bbl. St.Tk.Bbl. St.Tk.Bbl. 0 API @ 60°F 
lOO 100 249 25 1.281 22 • .0 
4o 
TABLE IV 
RESERVOIR FLUID PROPERTIES, CRUDE B 
Di~ferential Liberation @ 220°F 
FVF, 
Sol. GOR, Reservoir Gas **Gas 
Presaure . SCF per Bbl. per Gravity Viscosity, Cps. Comp. 
Psig. Resid. Bbl. Resid. Bbl. {Air::l.O} Oil *Gas Factor 
26t6(~) 638 1.391 o.880 
5 ~890 
2512 596 1'.373 0.7595 o·~ol86 0.841 
2300 549 1.351 .7591 .0179 . 842 
2008 . 488 1.323 : .• 7596 .0171 .845 
1960 
.997 
1702 425 1~295 .7612 .0162 .854 
1470 l.12 
1315 348 1.,260 .769l .0153 . 865 
1010 287 '1.232 · ~7846 ~0144 .880 
940 1'~30 
705 226 1.205 .8201 ~0136 .898 
450 1.57 
405 164 1.175 .8879 .0127 .918 
150 99 1.141 1~091 .0116 .943 
100 2.09 
0 0 1.066 1.445 2~87 0.0105 0.965 
0(60°F) 1.000 
Gravity o:f residual oil @ 60°F: 28.8° API 
*Obtained using correlation by Carr et al (12). 
-lto#Qbtained using correlations by Mathews et a!" (10), Sta_n.ding 
and Katz (11). 
Flash Separation Test, Bubble P9int Oil 
FVF, 
Separator Sep. GOR, St.Tk.GOR, Reservoir st.Tk .Oil 
Pressure, Separator SCF per SCF per Bbl. per Gravity 
Psig. TemJ2. 1 °F St.Tk.Bbl. St.Tk.Bbl. St.Tk.Bbl. 0 API @ 60°F 
100 76 505 49 1~335 31.9 
TABLE V 
RESULTS OF RECOVERY CALCULATIONS , 
CRUDE A PVT DATA 
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Oil Recovery, St. Tk. Bbls. Producing GOR, SCF/St.Tk.Bbl. 
Pressure, 












































































































Initial oil in place: Tarner method, N = 499,200 St. Tk. Bbls. 
Patton method, 1-t = 508,000 St. Tk. Bb1s. 
Total ' g as . produced to 100 psig.: Tarner method, Gp 
Patton method, GP 
-= 131.4 1-!MSCF 
129 ~-7 ID~SCF 
*Oil recovery and GORin terms o~ residual bbls., and 
SCF/residual bbl. respectively. 
**Assumed abandonment pressure. 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF RECOVERY CALCULATIONS, 
CRUDE B PVT DATA 
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Oil Recovery, St. Tk. Bbls. Producing GOR, SCF/St.Tk.Bb1. 
Pressure, 
Psig. ~rethod of Data Application Method of Data Application 





























































































































































































Initial oil in place: Tarner method, N- - 43l,300 St. Tk. Bbls. 
Muskat method, N- 449,400 St. Tk. Bb1s. 
Patton method, N-= 449,400 st. Tk. Bb1s. 
Total gas produced to 100 psig.: Tarner method, Gp 
Muskat method, Gp 
Patton method, GP 
241~6 MMSCF 
= 241~6 IDIS.CF 
== 237. 2 ~!MSCF 
*Oil re.covery and GOR ya1ues in terms of residual bb1s. and 
SCF /res1d.ua1 bbl .• · . re specti v.ely •. _ 
**Assumed abandonment pressure·. 
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